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How Higher Education, Media, and Society Intersect:
An Introduction to Bridging Gaps

Robert Caine, Hilary Wheaton and Louis Massey

Abstract. This paper introduces how the three themes of this book, namely
higher education, media, and society, interact and overlap. We aim at pointing
out implicit relationships between the papers and their broader, underlying
ideas. The book itself contains some of the papers presented at the international
conference Bridging Gaps - Higher Education, Media and Society held at
Ryerson University (Toronto, Canada) in May 2015. The conference aimed at
bringing together media professionals, educators, academic researchers, and
independent public intellectuals to discuss issues, opportunities, and synergies
offered by media and education as forces involved in social transformation.
Keywords: Higher education, media, society

What is Bridging Gaps?
Our goal with this edited volume is to ‘bridge gaps’ — as the title states —
among three broad topics: higher education, media and society. Bridging gaps
is about looking at social and cultural themes from a multidisciplinary and
practice-based perspective, hence breaking away from knowledge and
methodological silos that exist between disciplines. Bridging gaps also invites
academic researchers to reach out to the public and address real world issues.
To reach out, higher education professionals need to embrace popular media
as an opportunity to participate in public debates and influence public opinion.
Similarly, instead of narrowing our focus to academic publications, academics
should use their voice and expertise to reach a wider audience by utilising
opportunities to write opinion editorials for newspapers and magazines. A
good example of this approach is the popular website theconversation.com
which operates as an independent media outlet, offering in-depth analysis,
research and news to the public from the academic and research community.
As such, bridging gaps is constructing bridges between topics, between
people, between approaches, and between academia and the public.
Originating from the international conference Bridging Gaps - Higher
Education, Media and Society, held at Ryerson University (Toronto, Canada)
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in May 2015, this edited volume explores the many intersections and
interactions among the three themes of education, media, and society. Given
the nature of an edited book comprised of conference papers, each one with its
individual and separate take, it is not possible to paint a comprehensive and
completely coherent picture of the complex landscape resulting from the
‘tectonic’ meeting of education, media and social change. Each author has,
however, been able to position a metaphorical stake in the ground that allows
readers to draw of rough map delineating some of the important issues and
interesting solutions. We provide further connections within this introduction.
Why three themes such as higher education, media and society? The reason
is simple: higher education and media are key to maintaining and improving
society. This is our starting point that we posit as a base assumption, from
which we explore the challenges and complexities they face. The three themes
also offer a natural overlap that we feel needs to be further ‘collided’ and
‘shaken up’ to see what ‘falls off.’ Our intention is to draw new connections,
hence bridging gaps among the topics and among the various stakeholders
interested in how these topics intersect. As such, this book will be of interest
to media professionals, scholars, students, activists, and anyone interested in
how media and education impact social transformation.

Exploring Relations and Synergies
Higher education, media and society form a highly dynamic set of topics,
indeed a manifold with multiple interactions involving both traditional and
new media technologies and leading, we hope, to social transformations that
move the world forward, and toward more awareness, well-being, and equity.
However, in the meantime, there appears to be worrisome upheavals such as
the so-called crisis in academia and higher education, increasing social
inequities boiling under the cover of neo-liberal market driven ideologies, and
skilfully exploited media and mindless entertainment to preserve the existing
power structure. Yet, at the same time, we can observe wonderful examples of
innovative social evolutions enabled, among others, by new media
technologies and a new sense of awareness and connection that arise from
questioning the established order. The paper by Zhang in this volume provides
an interesting case study of such social progress. It shows how Weibo, a
Chinese social media platform, empowers the population and creates new
opportunities of interactions with political powers. The author raises an
interesting question: is this online interaction between the masses and the
political elite, known to be unresponsive to human rights, giving rise to a new
form of direct democracy?
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In higher education, media studies bring critical awareness of
representations and reproductions of popular personas, artefacts, processes,
and practices in social, economic, and political contexts. Lovelock delves into
the very essence of popular persona in his article whereby he examines
celebrity athlete Tom Daley's coming out as an openly gay athlete.
Celebrities carry great influence with respect to their public; the discussion
that ensues over heteronormativity and whether celebrities possess a social
responsibility for disclosing the nuances of their personal lives remains open
for debate; some may assert that celebrities, such as Daley, have a social
responsibility to bring critical awareness of 'oppressed others' into the
forefront of social consciousness. From the perspective of cultural studies,
critical discourse analysis of media productions enables scholars to go beyond
observing aesthetic aspects and to understand social underpinnings of cultural
productions. For example, Smith’s paper on Nigella Lawson explores the
careful construction of persona for the purposes of celebrity and
commodification. Importantly though, Smith also illustrates how the public
response to this construction, and the acting of it, can create an authenticity
that surpasses the requirements of the screen. In a similar fashion, journalism
can use investigation to educate and inform the public on the limits and
potential of social systems. Journalistic facts can then become credible
sources for academic research and effective solutions to critical issues in
society. The issue of ‘rape culture’ is a powerful example, not only of
journalism as credible sources for academic research, but also social
commentary as a response. Direiter’s paper provides an exploration of ‘rape
culture’ in the media and our social responses as a suitable means by which to
bring the discussion into the classroom and consequently connect with
students. A related matter is the ethical role of media producers. Trotta
Valenti and Valenti address the contentious issue of violence in film making
whereby a highly controversial debate unfolds with regards to the
responsibilities of film makers when producing violent-laden media products.
Should film students be encouraged to give critical consideration to the
element of violence in their productions? And, furthermore, do such
portrayals of violence (in film) influence and/or stimulate reactionary
outcomes in the real world, thus effecting and motivating social behaviour?
Furthermore, tabloid journalism uses narrative devices of gossip, rumour
and scandals to commodify meritocratic fame while many news media have
abandoned facts and intelligent analysis in favour of spectacular outrage and
incivility; both situations act as testaments to the lack of informed opinions. In
this respect, Patrick’s paper in this volume draws particular attention to the
distinction between news media as PR versus news media as journalism, and
investigates how celebrity journalism functions within our society.
Researchers in both academic and non-academic career paths possess useful
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knowledge and authority on many important social issues but may lack
accessibility and visibility due to their more theoretical and intellectual views
that are generally confined to academic gatherings and journals. However,
their expertise could greatly benefit journalism and the development of
progressive media, and provide impetus for social transformation. The
inclusion of scholarly commentaries and advocacy in media is imperative to
the development of a knowledge-based economy and social innovation based
on critical thinking and ethical action. Carney’s paper Seizing the microphone
illustrates the unfortunate situation that journalists, under pressure from
financially strapped media outlets and lacking tools for critical analysis, may
succumb to the apparent open-access granted by agenda-driven think tanks
and consequently, fail to properly report all sides of a story. Carney’s paper is
particularly relevant to this volume because it demonstrates how the debate
about higher education in the U.S. has been distorted by politicians who
exploit media, turning an important debate into a one-sided spectacle with
potentially disastrous social side-effects.
We also often read about the crisis in academia due to an emphasis of
higher education institutions on efficiency, commercial support, and market
orientation (among many works on this topic: Whelan, Walker and Moore,
2013). As well, while graduate enrolment has quadrupled in the last decade,
most aspiring PhD graduates struggle to find tenure or tenure-track jobs.
Universities are increasingly hiring sessional teachers, thus limiting research
and the dissemination of much needed critical perspectives by a new
generation of scholars and practitioners. A related issue is the so-called
higher-education crisis. Many have started to question and raise alarms about
the direction higher education is taking. One of the issues is that our
conception of higher education is being transformed from a public good to a
private privilege, and from a social investment into business cost. The effects
on society of this shift in conception are multiple, wide ranging, and
potentially dangerous. Higher education is becoming increasingly expensive
due to lack of public funding and competition among institutions who try to
attract students with ‘superficial’ but expensive considerations like fancy
residences and sports facilities. Carney questions the value of investment in
higher education through his essay When the news reports on higher
education accountability, what does the public read and hear? Concretely,
does the money, time and efforts exerted by students pursuing a higher degree
coincide with the benefits and long-term rewards in terms of securing
employment and achieving career success? Carney addresses the fast rising
costs of higher education and the debt acquired by students with the hopes of
realising lifetime rewards for such a monumental investment. In addition to
affordability, issues of 'quality of education,' 'whether students are actually
learning,' 'purpose for individuals attending programs,' 'rates of completion of
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programs,' and 'trends in higher education' all comprise the ongoing
discussion and discourse pertaining to perceived versus real value of earning a
degree. One may wonder whether high student debt (now totalling 1 trillion$
in the US) further shifts higher education away from its goal of educating
citizens by producing critical thinkers who are socially and politically
engaged. Instead, is our education system moulding young adults into job
focused consumers who work to pay off their debts while trying to emulate
the materialistic life intensely reiterated by media, which has further spending
and debt generation effects? Hence, due to our desire to be educated, are we
increasingly becoming prisoners of an economic system that often forces us to
give up our true dreams?
Another major issue with higher education is that since universities are
under pressure to produce employable consumers, there is a shift away from
the often perceived ‘non-essential’ or ‘useless’ degrees delivered within the
Humanities, and instead towards the science/technology and business degrees.
Yet one must ask whether ‘less Humanities’ could result in a loss of deeper
knowledge about who we are and what we do as a society? Without the
Humanities we may lose our writers, our critics, our voices of reason that
stand against the commodification of our society as a whole. The papers in
this edited collection are examples of the importance of Humanities degrees
for understanding the role of media, interpreting and utilising it for greater
academic growth, and critically assessing current practices in journalism.
This is just a brief and partial overview of the issues associated with higher
education, including academia, and media, and how the social fabric is being
affected, effectively, one might say, approaching a point of rupture but also
offering formidable opportunities to reach out and change.

Launching Forward
We would not dare to claim that this book leaves no gap to be bridged.
However, we started to create linkages, identified some of the overlaps and
synergies, and hinted to the incredible diversity of possibilities that exist in
the problem-solution space of higher education and media as they relate to
social transformation. It is important to note that higher education and media
need to be questioned and not merely taken in their existing form as ultimate
truths. For example, contemplative approaches (Miller, 1994) and Tagore’s
‘learn in and from nature’ philosophy (O’Connell, 2002) could be integrated
in higher education to make it more holistic and connecting. Another powerful
tool to be seriously considered in the classroom is 'laughter.' Attfield and
Guiffre explore the idea of looking at the usual dry curricular content using a
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less formal approach by integrating humorous teaching methods such as the
language of the teacher as well as comedic learning materials. In their article,
Attfield and Guiffre remind us that comedy is a legitimate form of
communication; as such, comedic approaches can be strategically
implemented so as to preserve the dignity and seriousness of the curricula
while allowing students a greater level of enjoyment throughout the learning
process; some even say that integrating comedic strategies enhances and
strengthens learning outcomes.
Education-enabled social transformation, as Mazirow (1981) puts it,
happens by “making problematic our taken-for-granted social roles and
expectations” (p. 124). To achieve that aim, critical thinking and media
literacy – understanding and questioning the influence media have – should be
high priorities in education. Furthermore and consequently, social progress
should not be seen only as traditional progressive-conservative tension or
strictly in its usual drive towards Western style democratization and legal
rights, but as truly deep transformation in our worldview.
One may thus choose to take issues associated with higher education,
academia, and media as opportunities to re-think the way we do things and
start building anew. There are indeed many interesting ways in which
academia and higher education could reinvent the world, starting with
themselves. Academics can reach out, as we have previously alluded to, with
popular media, but this may not be enough. Autoethnography (Spry, 2001)
and performativity (Nandy, 2015) could take academic research beyond the
limitations of linear writing and revolutionize how research is communicated,
going from dry and distant to touching and inspiring. Another example is
Sameshima & Leggo (2010) who wrote a paper that consists of a series of
letters and poems on love and learning. This raises an interesting question:
can we, in academia, transform ourselves and others by using the powerful
tools of art and love?
Finally, media offer great opportunities for social evolution if we decide to
fully harness their transformative power, instead of falling for market-driven
mindless entertainment, and accepting them as instruments of mass
manipulation (Chomsky, 2013). New media, enabled by the Internet, have a
key role to play but are also subject to the same risks as traditional media and
could become mostly industrial tools of sales and conformity. Yet, they also
have the power to connect and emancipate. One can only guess what kind of
social transformations could be born from yet to come media technologies,
applications, and developments if we collectively choose to pursue a path of
betterment. It is a choice we have to make and actions we have to take.
Sadownik’s article touches one aspect of this issue with existing technologies
that are not always easily integrated in our practices. She suggests that
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educators need to integrate social media throughout the curricula as
teaching/learning tools for encouraging collaboration and the building of a
stronger and more cohesive learning community; concretely, social media is a
reality of today's students and rather than shying away from this technology,
teachers may find it both productive and practical to include this emerging
arena that contributes students' own perspectives, beliefs, and new ways of
knowing.
These are but a few ideas for further gap bridging to propel the world
forward with media and education. This edited volume is hence a starting
point that can serve as a platform for researchers, students, journalists, and
other stakeholders in personal and social transformation to launch into further
explorations of the sometimes worrisome but otherwise exciting prospects
opening ahead of us.
I hope you too, dear reader, will join us in bridging these gaps and thus
creating strong foundations for future social transformation.
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